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1. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Quantities and their units, _________ metres, kilometres, kilograms and seconds are a nightmare 

_________ lots of pupils. But there is one good thing _________ learning them. They are the 

_________ in English! 

There are base _________, for example:  

 

2. Is it a quantity or a unit? Write Q or U. 

_ velocity 

_ km/h 

_ m/s 

_ second 

_ hour 

_ length 

_ time 

_ m 

_ cm 

_ time 
 
 

3. Fill in the gaps. 

a. The symbol _______ time is T or t. 

b. A _______ is a unit of time.  

c. The symbol _______ a second is _____.  

d. The symbol _______ mass is _______.  

e. A _______ is a unit of mass. 

f. The _________ for a kilogram is kg. 

g. A _______ is a unit _______length. 

h. The symbol _______ a metre is _______ . 
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SOLUTIONS 
 

1. Listen and fill in the gaps. 

Quantities and their units, like metres, kilometres, kilograms and seconds are a nightmare for lots of 

pupils. But there is one good thing about learning them. They are the same in English! 

There are base units, for example:  

 

2. Is it a quantity or a unit? Write Q or U. 

Q   velocity 

U   km/h 

U   m/s 

U   second 

U   hour 

Q   length 

Q   time 

U   m 

U   cm 

Q   time 

 

3. Fill in the gaps. 

a. The symbol for time is T or t. 

b. A second is a unit of time.  

c. The symbol for a second is s.  

d. The symbol for mass is m.  

e. A kilogram is a unit of mass. 

f. The symbol for a kilogram is kg. 

g. A metre is a unit of length. 

h. The symbol for a metre is m. 

 


